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1. Abstract:  
Earthquakes of similar moment are often observed to radiate very different amounts of high-

frequency radiation, which limits the accuracy of ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs).  
These variations are commonly modeled in terms of earthquake stress drop, a fundamental 
source parameter implicit in many of the science goals of SCEC 5, but hard to measure reliably 
and well.  For several years, the PIs have investigated the origins of the large uncertainties and 
scatter in stress-drop estimates by comparing different approaches to analysis of P-wave spectra 
from small to moderate earthquakes in Southern California.  We have gained an understanding of 
the limitations of the methods and how they can be improved.  One of our insights is that stress-
drop estimates rely heavily on certain modeling assumptions, which are difficult to verify from 
observations even with high-quality data.  Thus, we favor measures of high-frequency radiation 
that are closer to the data and rely less on specific theoretical rupture models or poorly-
constrained empirical Green’s functions (EGFs).   

Our work for this award has focused on further method development and uncertainty 
analysis as we work towards our longer-term goal of improved quantification of high-frequency 
earthquake radiation. The main accomplishments include two peer-reviewed publications in 
Journal of Geophysical Research, and the start of applying the new method developments to a 
large-scale stress drop analysis in Southern California. We also presented our results at the 2020 
and 2021 SCEC Annual Meetings, the 2020 and 2021 AGU Fall Meetings, and other conferences 
and invited talks.  

2. Reanalysis of Cajon Pass Borehole Data, and application to constrain 
SCSN measurements (Shearer et al., 2021, SCEC #10845) 

Empirical methods are widely applied to correct earthquake spectra for path effects in order 
to estimate corner frequencies and stress drops, but suffer from tradeoffs among source model 
parameters and the path terms.  This hampers estimates of absolute stress drop and comparisons 
between different studies or regions.  Deep borehole records are less affected by site and 
attenuation effects than surface seismometers and thus provide more direct constraints on 
earthquake source spectra.  We analyze 1787 earthquakes of the 1992 to 1993 Big Bear 
aftershock sequence in southern California, which were recorded by both the Southern California 
Seismic Network (SCSN) and the Cajon Pass borehole seismometer at 2.5-km depth.  Spectral 
decomposition of P-waves recorded by the SCSN yields source terms that can be fit equally well 
by a variety of models, owing to tradeoffs between the model parameters and the empirical 
correction spectrum (ECS).   Earthquake spectra recorded by Cajon Pass borehole are suggest a 
P-wave Q of about 1000 (see Figure 1), consistent with results from Abercrombie (1995). For 25 
Big Bear earthquakes in common, we find the correction spectrum (ECS) that brings the event 
terms from spectral decomposition and the Q-corrected borehole spectra into best-fitting 
agreement.  This provides absolute calibration for the SCSN spectral decomposition results. 
These can then be used to process all the Big Bear earthquakes and estimate earthquake source 
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properties without the parameter tradeoffs normally associated with empirical path term 
methods, which include both spectral decomposition and more traditional empirical Green’s 
function (EGF) analysis.   The results show relatively high average stress drops for the Big Bear 
region compared to other parts of southern California, with a great deal of variability (see Figure 
2). 

 
Figure 1. Earthquakes and observed amplitude decay used for Q analysis for Cajon Pass P waves. (a) 
Map showing borehole seismometer location (square) and SCSN catalog earthquakes that were well 
recorded by the borehole instrument during 1992. The box used to window the Big Bear sequence is 
shown as the blue rectangle. The NNW trending alignment of events further east are aftershocks of the 
1992 M 7.3 Landers earthquake. Catalog earthquakes with 1.9 ≤ ML ≤ 2.2 are plotted as red X symbols, 
other events are plotted as black + symbols. (b) ML versus borehole distance for the catalog earthquakes. 
(c) The difference in log spectral amplitude (dA) at 30 Hz compared to that at 5 Hz for the M 1.9–2.2 
earthquakes plotted in red in the upper panels. Predictions for constant P-wave Q values of 500, 1,000, 
and 2,000 are plotted as the dashed, solid, and dashed lines respectively. Events with depths less than 5 
km are plotted as diamonds. (d) As in c, but for 60 Hz.  

Ambiguities in source estimation based on empirical Green's function approaches can be 
avoided if the path correction is based on a physical model of the crustal attenuation structure 
and this is the approach we have adopted here, using records from the Cajon Pass borehole 
seismometer. Our result still has uncertainties, but these are related to uncertainties in the Q 
model rather than attempts to assess the degree of acceptable misfit of the observed spectra to a 
theoretical source model. Connecting source spectral studies to crustal Q models, rather than 
adopting a purely empirical approach, also has the advantage of providing greater insight 
regarding how much of the observed variability in high-frequency ground motions is caused by 
earthquake source differences versus path effects, which is an important issue in strong motion 
seismology and ground motion prediction equations. In future work, we plan to explore whether 
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spectral decomposition and direct calibration to an attenuation model can be generalized to work 
with large surface network data sets without requiring a borehole sensor below the highly 
attenuating near-surface environment.  
 

 
Figure 2.  Stress-drop estimates for earthquakes in the Big Bear cluster computed from P-wave spectral 
decomposition with calibration to Q-corrected spectra from the Cajon Pass borehole seismometer.  The 
median stress drop is 44 MPa, with events of higher stress drop plotted in blue and purple and events 
with lower stress drop plotted in red and brown.  Earthquakes with estimated local magnitudes less than 
1.5 are not plotted because of their large errors.  The star marks the M 6.3 Big Bear mainshock 

3. Depth dependence of Stress Drop (Abercrombie et al., 2021, SCEC #11037) 
A robust signal in earthquake spectral analyses is that shallow earthquakes are commonly 

observed to have less high-frequency radiation than deeper earthquakes in the same location 
(e.g., Shearer et al., 2006; Trugman and Shearer, 2017; Hardebeck and Aron, 2009). It remains 
unclear how much of this is a source effect (shallower earthquakes have slower rupture velocities 
or lower stress drops) and how much can be explained as a path effect (increased attenuation at 
shallower depths).  We noted this tradeoff in our earlier study of the Landers aftershocks 
(Shearer et al., 2019), but for the purposes of that study we restricted our comparison to a limited 
depth range to reduce its effect. To improve inversion-based approaches of obtaining better 
quantification of the high-frequency source radiation, we must understand better how to 
distinguish reliably between source and path effects. 

To investigate whether the increase in stress drop with depth that is often observed in the 
crust is real or an artefact of variation in attenuation (Q) with depth, we combine earthquake 
spectra from multiple spectral decomposition studies. Shearer et al. (2006) implemented spectral 
decomposition, in which spectra from large numbers of earthquakes and stations are stacked and 
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inverted to separate the source radiation (event spectra) from the effects of path and site. This 
approach stabilizes the results and decreases the uncertainties by stacking a large number of 
recordings. The empirical path and attenuation corrections are usually assumed to be 
independent of the earthquake source depth. We test this assumption by investigating whether a 
realistic increase in Q with depth (as is widely observed) could remove some of the observed 
apparent increase in stress drop with depth.  

We combine event spectra, previously obtained using the spectral decomposition approach, 
for over 50,000 earthquakes (M0-5) from 12 studies in Northern California (Hardebeck and 
Aron, 2009; Trugman and Shearer, 2018, Zhang et al. (2022 submitted), Southern California 
(Trugman and Shearer, 2017; Shearer et al., 2019; Trugman, 2020), Kansas (Trugman et al., 
2017), Oklahoma (Chen and Abercrombie, 2020; Pennington et al., 2021), and Nevada (current 
study). 

For different magnitude bins, we compare the ratio of the high- to low-frequency amplitudes 
and find that the relative high-frequency content (and corner frequency) always increases with 
increasing earthquake depth (Figure 3).   

 
Figure 3. Shape of event spectra in 18 regions of California, Nevada, Kansas and Oklahoma. Note the 
increase in relative high-frequency amplitude shows some dependence on increase in velocity with depth.  

 
By analyzing spectral ratios between large and small events as a function of source depth, 

we explore the relative importance of source and attenuation contributions to the observed depth 
dependence in high-frequency radiation and corner frequency.  

Without any correction for depth-dependent attenuation, we find a systematic increase in 
stress drop with depth (or increase in rupture velocity), as previously observed in the original 
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studies (Figure 4). When we add an empirical, depth dependent, attenuation correction, the depth 
dependence of stress drop systematically decreases, often becoming negligible.  

 
Figure 4: Effect of correction using depth-specific EGF events for all study regions. The ratios of corner 
frequencies between the deep and shallow earthquakes calculated using all approaches are plotted 
against the ratio of the average P-wave velocity at the depths of the respective deep and shallow event 
populations included. Color is by data set, with alternating symbols to ease distinction. Multiple symbols 
per data set represent the different magnitude bins, and also the use of the alternative velocity models – 
their variability represents uncertainties. Left panel is without correction for depth dependent attenuation 
and right is with correction for depth dependent attenuation. The black dashed line represents a constant 
stress drop with depth, if rupture velocity is proportional to P-wave velocity. The correction for depth-
dependent attenuation, using depth-specific EGFs, is able to remove much of the previously reported 
depth dependence of stress drop, suggesting it is an artifact.  

 
The largest corrections are observed in regions with the largest velocity increase with depth 

(Figure 4). We conclude that spectral decomposition analyses should not assume path terms are 
independent of source depth, and should more explicitly consider depth-dependent attenuation 
models.  

We presented this work at the 2020 SCEC Annual Meeting, and in the 2020 AGU Fall 
Meeting (Abercrombie et al., 2020a,b), and it is now published in a peer-reviewed journal, 
Abercrombie et al., (2021). 

4. Comprehensive Southern California Stress Drop Update: 
Work was begun on a project co-funded by the USGS to repeat the large-scale 

comprehensive stress drop study of Shearer et al. (2006), using another 15 years of data (since 
2016) and our improved methods, developed through the SCEC-funded research. 
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